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Bio-Link’s 18th annual Summer Fellows 
Forum 2016 was once again hosted 
by the National Center located at City 
College of San Francisco (CCSF) from 
June 7 through June 10 at the Clark Kerr 
Campus conference site in Berkeley, 
CA. Sixty-four Fellows comprised of 
community college instructors and high 
school teachers from across the nation 
participated in the weeklong forum. 

The Forum entitled “Visions For Bio-
Link’s Future” was one day shorter from 
its traditional format due to the BIO 
Convention and Community College 
Program Day taking place in San 
Francisco this year. The Forum consisted 
of a variety of concurrent cutting-
edge workshops, informal meetings, 
networking, and at the conclusion of the 

BIO-LINK’S 18TH ANNUAL SUMMER FELLOWS FORUM
Forum, the elegant annual 
dinner banquet.

As in the past, the Forum 
afforded each Fellow the 
opportunity to profile their 
program at their school or 
college, to network and 
to share ideas and discuss 
issues that will continue 
to build the link between 
education and industry.

The Fellows participated in 
workshops given by both 
bay area and national guest 
lecturers, who donated their 
time and supplies. Thank 
you to all the presenters, 
everyone appreciated 
your efforts! Once again this year, a 
complete list of the Forum presenters 
and workshops, along with many of the 
workshop PowerPoint presentations 
are available for review on the Bio-Link 
website.

Guests from CCSF and Bay Area 
industry also attended Bio-Link’s 18th 
Annual Dinner Banquet on June 9. Bio-
Link Executive Director, Elaine Johnson 
welcomed the fellows and guests and 
introduced Peter Matlock, Director of 
Technology Commercialization from 
JBEI: Joint BioEnergy Institute/LBNL: 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Mr. Matlock closed out the evening and 
Forum with his entertaining Keynote 
Address: “Flash, Cash, Biomass Mash – 
What’s Next for the BioEconomy?”.

If you are interested/planning in 
attending the 2017 Forum, tentatively 
save the dates of June 5-9 on your 
calendar and watch for important 
announcements and registration 
information on the Bio-Link website 
beginning in February 2017.

– Lisa Huffman
Bio-Link Editor/Program Manager
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Kathie Whelchel and Jim Guenther partner up in the 
hands-on workshop “Investigate Photosynthesis and 
Cellular Respiration with Algae Beads” presented by 
Bio-Rad.

(Left/Right) Elaine Johnson and Bart Gledhill, Executive Director/PI 
and Bio-Link Deputy Director/Co-PI present a plaque of appreciation 
to Keynote Speaker, Peter Matlock (center) at Bio-Link’s 18th annual 
Summer Fellows Forum dinner banquet.
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It has been an exciting 
summer of events and 
connections for Bio-Link! The 
Bio-Link Equipment Depot 
officially gained 501(c)(3) 
status. Hank Stern and Daniel 
Michael are to be thanked 
for their heroic efforts in 
facilitating this new venture. 
We also completed our 

partnership activities with the DOL TAACCCT c3bc project 
and have participated with the publishing of the “Core 
Skill Standards for Bioscience Technicians” which you can 
download from the Bio-Link website. 

The Bio-Link Community continues to be dedicated to 
providing support for community and technical college 

programs that prepare technicians for biotechnology and 
related industries. We would love to hear from you about any 
ideas you may have for sustaining the Bio-Link Community of 
Practice.

The Bio-Link National Visiting Committee (NVC) met on 
September 16, 2016 and received an annual update on Bio-
Link’s accomplishments and activities. The Evaluation Report 
through August 31, 2016 is available on the Bio-Link website. 

We are now preparing for our 2017 Bio-Link Summer 
Fellows Forum from June 5-9 at the Clark Kerr Campus at the 
University of Berkeley, the BIO International Convention from 
June 19-22 in San Diego and the HI-TEC Conference from July 
17-20 in Salt Lake City. We hope you will plan to participate at 
one or all three conferences next year.

Back Row (left to right) Mavon Copeland, Chris Adkins, John Crawford

Front Row (left to right) Terryll Bailey, Elaine Johnson, Jeanine Pebbles, 
Michael Carlos

Back Row (left to right) Mavon Copeland, Chris Adkins, John Crawford

HI-TEC 2016 HI-LIGHTS

From the Director    Dr. Elaine Johnson

The eighth annual HI-TEC Conference took place at the 
Wyndham Grand Pittsburg in Pittsburgh, PA from July 25-28. 
HI-TEC is an Advanced Technical Education Conference 
where technical educators, counselors, industry professionals, 
and technicians can update their knowledge and skills. HI-TEC 
uniquely explores the convergence of scientific disciplines 
and technologies. It is an opportunity for community and 
technical college educators and stakeholders seeking 
professional development opportunities, educations 
materials, collaborative ventures, and insights into emerging 
market trends to develop and advance the technical 
workforce of the 21st century.

Bio-Link presented the highly popular session “Learning 
from Working Technicians Who Tell Their Stories from ATE 
Programs” that featured five technical professionals from 
different fields who provided insights into their technical 
education. They told their stories and shared their work 
experiences to help educators design learning experiences to 
prepare them for the workforce.

The “fishbowl” session was introduced by Elaine Johnson, 
Executive Director of Bio-Link. Terryll Bailey of The Allison 
Group moderated the lively Technicians/Panelists: Jeanine 
Pebbles, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, 
CA; Mavon Copeland, Nissan North America, Inc. Smyrna, 
TN; Michael Ernesto Carlos, Walmart Fulfillment, Chino, 
CA; John Crawford, SCHOTT North America, Boston, MA 
and Chris Adkins, Sinclair Community College, Dayton, 
OH. All spoke candidly about their previous education and 
careers, skill preparation, about technical careers and what is 
important for educating the technical workforce.

Bio-Link was once again a Producer for this year’s conference 
and also exhibited at the two-day Technology Showcase 
where new connections were established and many 
colleagues were reunited. HI-TEC 2017 will be held at the 
Grand America Hotel, in Salt Lake City, UT from July 17–20, 
2017, and planning is already underway. For more information 
visit the HI-TEC website: www.highimpact-tec.org

– Lisa Huffman
Bio-Link Editor/Program Manager
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Representing our own ATE project, REVISION: Revising 
Science with Vision, as well as the AC2 Bio-Link Regional 
Center and Bio-Link, the team from Del Mar College (Bio-
Linkers Rob Hatherill, Daisy Zhang, and I) attended the 2016 
High Impact Technology Exchange Conference (HI-TEC) at 
the Wyndham Grand Hotel in Pittsburgh, PA, July 25-28. We 
presented a poster highlighting the incredible outcomes our 
students have achieved through course-based research and 
internships. These outcomes include presenting and winning 
awards for presentations at regional and national meetings, 
authorship on papers, as well as increased aspirations for 
STEM careers. We also staffed the AC2 and Bio-Link booths in 
the Exhibit Hall, where we networked with fellow Bio-Linkers 
as well as other HI-TEC attendees from all tech-related 
disciplines.

Encouraged by the live tweet contest, I tweeted about many of 
the events and presentations that I attended from my personal 
Twitter and Instagram accounts (@scienceknitster), as well 
as our program Twitter account (@NSF_REVISION). These 
accounts are also linked to Facebook accounts, so followers 
on any of these social media platforms could see my posts. 
Using a hashtag (#highimpact2016 in this case) is also a great 
way to take notes during a conference, because you can 
search for posts with that hashtag later. Live tweeting can also 
give your followers the feel of being at the conference, and 
a hashtag makes it easier for them to focus on that particular 
conference. A personal highlight was Sandy Porter (tweeting 
as @bio_link) and I winning third and first place, respectively, 
in the live tweet contest.

Presentations on grant writing, funding opportunities, and 
coordination networks by NSF ATE program officers, Celeste 
Carter and Tom Higgins, gave us a lot of food for thought. 
The presentation on best practices for using social media was 
standing room only. This project is just 
getting started, so future reports from this 
group should be particularly informative. 
I’m especially interested in understanding 
more about the best ways to use of social 
media to recruit students and assist their 
successful completion of STEM degrees 
and tech programs. A session on engaging 
both undergraduates and high school 
students in science with research projects 
was also thought provoking. Meetings 
about Bio-Link sustainability and planning 
for the AC2 Regional Center rounded out 
our conference experiences. Observing 
and participating in some of the “inner 
workings” of Bio-Link was quite valuable.

The highlight of the conference was 
the keynote presentation by “Jerry 

Robots, Networks, and Tweets: A Report from HI-TEC 2016

and the SpelBots.” The stories of the young women on this 
robotics team from Spelman College, as well as their work 
with encouraging young women and African Americans to 
consider careers in robotics and computer science, was truly 

inspiring—and the robots were just plain 
fun! And, of course, we all had to have 
our caricatures drawn by MC Sturman. 
The best thing about attending HI-TEC, 
however, was the chance to network 
with the new colleagues and friends 
that I have made through Bio-Link’s 
Summer Fellows Forum. The chance to 
share experiences and ideas was truly 
rewarding.

-- R. Deborah Overath
Del Mar Community College, TX

Editor’s Note: AC2 Team Member/Bio-Linker 
Deborah Overath accepts her Gift Card for 

First Place in the LIVE Tweet Contest (about 60 
in two days!) at HI-TEC 2016 in Pittsburgh, PA
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Fellows Forum Highlights

Summer Fellows Forum Participants
South Central Region Cont. 
R. Deborah Overath
Alexa Raney
Carole Twichell

Southwest Region
Fernando Agudelo-Silva
Laurie Allen-Requa
Amy Bohorquez
Jean Bower
Sima Boyce
Douglas Bruce
Cynthia Bruins
John Carrese
William Cruz
Kevin Davis
Jim DeKloe 
Bob Del Vecchio
Barbara Des Rochers

Northeast Region
Lauren Witherite

North Central Region
Susanne Helms
Oana Martin
Jeanette Mowery
Lisa Seidman
Thomas Tubon
George Twaddle
Misty Wehling
Katherine Whelchel
Luanne Wolfgram

Northwest Region
Joshua Cary
Kathryn Davis
Candiya Mann
Sandra Porter
Todd Smith

Southeast Region
Stacie Deaver
Alexandra Gorgevska
Toby Mapes
Giovanna Taylor
Jeanne Wages
Lori Wojciechowski
William Woodruff

South Central Region
Deborah Davis
Sulatha Dwarakanath
Brent Fodera
Linnea Fletcher
James Guenther
J. Robert Hatherill
Fabiola Janiak-Spens
Bridgette Kirkpatrick
Tammy Liles

Southwest Region Cont.
Denise Foley
Jennifer Garner
Bart Gledhill
Charlie Jang
Elaine Johnson
Michelle Landreville 
James Lewis
Anson Lui
Gabi Mansfield
Dave Menshew
Daniel Michael
Mary Nelson 
Brian Rowning
Kathy Takahashi
Caroline Tsuyuki 
Sonia Wallman
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Save the Date!
Bio-Link’s 19th Annual  

Summer Fellows Forum

June 5-9, 2017
Clark Kerr Campus Berkeley, CA 
Info & Registration coming soon

www.bio-link.org
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Members of the Bio-Link community frequently speak of the 
benefits of being part of this remarkable group. Recognizing 
the value and importance of these connections, two of the 
AC2 Bio-Link Regional Center goals focus on community 
building: the first is the development of topical educator 
communities of practice (CoP); the second the growing of a 
high school/community college mentor network within the 
Bio-Link community. 

During the grant’s first year, the AC2 Leadership Team 
focused on getting to know one another and beginning the 
collective work but also on getting familiar with the groups 
of educators associated with each of AC2’s initiative areas 
(undergraduate research, high school articulations, CSOs, 
entry-level certifications, emerging technology and the 
mentor network). 

This year, in addition to pushing forward on each initiative, 
AC2 will continue to build the high school/community 
college mentor network and begin work on the community 
of practice by surveying associated biotech educators to help 
us shape the CoP effort to match their needs and wishes. The 
CoP, once in place, is expected to support biotech educators 
in sharing knowledge and practice, collaborating and building 
connections, and further developing our collective expertise 

by offering both synchronous and asynchronous means for 
folks to connect and contribute. 

AC2 is also working with Bio-Link’s John Carrese to 
coordinate the involvement of the greater Bio-Tech 
community and to revive the Bridge to Biotech CoP. Both 
John and Mary Slowinski (AC2 CoP Coordinator) are 
knowledgeable CoP facilitators and worked side-by-side on 
the NSF-ATE funded Synergy project. 

Why is it so important that we do this? Sustainability of the 
Bio-Link network is only going to happen if we truly value our 
community and continue to share and grow our knowledge 
with one another. In the case of the community of practice, 
value will be demonstrated by people if they engage to solve 
problems, get questions answered, connect to share best 
practices, learn new approaches find new opportunities. 

The question at this point is what is the best way to set up this 
CoP and what features would our community most like to 
see? AC2 will be reaching out to you for guidance so please, 
should you receive an invitation to participate in the AC2 
CoP Community Survey, take a few moments to share your 
thoughts and help build our collaborative community!

– Linnea Fletcher, AC2 Executive Director
and Mary Slowinski, AC2 CoP Coordinator

Bio-Link and its collaborator, Pellet Productions (the creators 
of ATETV.org), are proud to announce the release of our 
new educational interactive production: Making the Call: 
Quality in Biomanufacturing. The purpose of this “choose 
your own adventure” video is to prepare students to work in 
a regulated biomanufacturing environment. Using YouTube 
technology, students can experience virtually the issues faced 
by biomanufacturing employees, immersing them in a world 
where quality is paramount. Students will be asked to make 
decisions and different outcomes, some good, some not, will 
unfold depending on their choices. The production can be 
viewed at www.FranklinBiologics.org. 

This interactive production interweaves technical content 
with story and human interest to capture students’ attention 
and help them sense and feel the culture of the regulated 
workplace. While this production takes advantage of the 
power of story, it is also realistic. The Pellet script writer, David 
Levin, relied on industry experts throughout the two years 
that he spent researching and writing the script to ensure that 
the scenarios presented to students are accurate and relevant. 
The production was filmed at the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute Biomanufacturing Education and Training Center 
which graciously provided not only an excellent venue but 
also the assistance of technical experts Dan Mardirosian, 
Kristen Piccard, and Chris Bellerive who were on set as 
advisors and coaches to the actors. 

The National Science Foundation supported this production. 
The Pellet team, led by executive producer Anthony 

AC2 and the Importance of Community Building

Lighting, sound, and camera professionals worked together with professional actors 
ensure a high-quality experience for students.

Interactive Video Production is Released
Manupelli, included director Bob Roche; camera operators 
Gilberto Nobrega and Jason York; writer and science editor, 
David Levin; sound Keith McManus; lighting experts, John 
Minard and Ricky Hamilton; a script supervisor Brenda 
Coffey; and Judi Kelemen, production assistant. Bio-Link 
educators who were closely involved in the production 
include: Jeanette Mowery, Vivian Ngan-Winward, and Lisa 
Seidman. 

Stay tuned to the Bio-Link website as additional ancillary 
materials will be released to support the video production. 
When everything is complete, Bio-Link will host an exciting 
teaching resource that is different from, and complements, 
other quality-related instructional materials.

– Lisa Seidman, Bio-Link Co-PI

6
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Bio-Link Launches Webinar Series
On October 21, Jeanette Mowery and Lisa Seidman 
will talk about an interactive movie designed to help 
students learn how to make good decisions when 
working in biotech. The new movie “Making the 
Call: Quality in Biomanufacturing” was created as a 
collaboration between Bio-Link and Pellet Productions. 
Learn more about the movie in Lisa Seidman’s blog 
series at Bio-Link.org (www.bio-link.org/home2/tags/
interactive-movie)

Towards the end of fall semester, Bio-Link leaders 
will team up with the AC2 Bio-Link Regional Center 
to talk about the Core Bioscience Skill Standards for 
Biotechnicians and how these can be used to support 
your teaching.

In January, we will set the stage for the upcoming CSO 
summit in Austin next spring. Lastly, in the spring, our 
webinars will address the topics of certification for 
biotechnicians and the new Bachelors degree programs 
in biotech and biomanufacturing. 

Look for registration instructions on the Bio-Link website 
together with links to past webinars. Enjoy!

– Sandra Porter, Bio-Link Co-PI

2016-17 Webinar Schedule
1. Friday 9/30/16: Understanding CRISPR/Cas9 & 

Genome Editing 

2. Friday, 10/21/16: Bio-Link goes to the movies! 

3. Friday, Nov or Dec 2016 TBD: Skill Standards 
& how to teach them – Course in a Box & AC2 
implementation

4. Friday, 1/27/17 (tentative): CSO’s & Incubators

5. Friday, Mar 2017 TBD: Third party certification & 
entry level certificates

6. Friday, May 2017 TBD: 4-year biotech programs at 
MiraCosta, Bellevue, Solano, Miami Dade, Texas 
A&M, Texarkana

The Biomedical curriculum at Anoka Ramsey Community 
College begins with an 8-week class of two hours/week, 
Bmed 1100. Students are told that the purpose of the class 
is a two-fold research project. First, “you are launching a 
research project to discover what you are really good at, that 
you really like.” Secondly, “you will investigate the medical 
device industry to find out which part of it might be a good fit 
for your career interests.”

To better understand their abilities and interests, the students 
in Bmed 1100 participate in a StrengthsFinder assessment 
(http://strengths.gallup.com/default.aspx). Then they write 
a personal analysis of their results, giving examples of these 
traits in their current professional or academic lives. We do 
group work to further discuss these traits.

Bmed 1100 students learn about the medical device 
industry from class presentations of Bmed grads as well 
as representatives from professional organizations. The 
graduates are most appreciated because they share 
their personal career paths from college to their current 
responsibilities. As they meet the student grads and hear their 
stories, current students are expected to consider which part 
of the medical device industry is most appealing to them. 
They compare the Strengths needed in each area with their 
own Strength profiles to make their choices.

Students then develop their own LinkedIn profiles to make 
individual and group connections in the industry. This year a 
LinkedIn contact, Sandy Zeiszler (www.moxzclicks.com or 
sandy@moxzclicks.com) gave the class 45 minutes of guided 
instruction to set up individual profiles. She has published 
a workbook available online which is up to date and very 
helpful. 

All the presenters were enthusiastic to speak about their 
positive experiences in the program. They brought Power 
Point presentations about themselves and their companies, 
product and business cards and encouraged students to stay 
in touch. These experiences make the medical device world 
far more personal and share first hand to students than my 
lecturing on second hand knowledge.

Two (required) field trips to industry conferences, open 
houses, or professional meetings are additional sources of 
information. These also require analysis papers. The end result 
is a final report describing the students’ two 8-week research 
projects and their conclusions regarding where and if they 
choose to seek employment in this very large Minnesota 
industry. 

I adopted the strategy of bringing in graduate talent when 
assigned this course because first of all, I’m not an expert in 
all the device fields. Secondly, when I taught the capstone 
course, I discovered that students went through their entire 
program still not sure which area of medical device to choose. 
Students are often so focused on absorbing information that 
they never consider seeking a personal best fit. With the 
personalized StrengthFinders focus they have been much 
more enthusiastic about discovering that “THIS is where I 
want to be!” This also draws the grads back into the program 

Graduate Student Expertise Enhances Learning
for mentoring, joining our advisory council, and sources for 
good job contacts.

This is the second year I have taught this class. The fact that 
the student graduates are willing to present or at least make 
themselves available for person to person contacts has 
made me realize we could be using such talent to greater 
advantage in our curriculum. Please contact me for additional 
information if interested. I am happy to share!

– Katherine Whelchel, Biomedical Instructor 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College
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Bio-Link is committed to program  
improvement, instructor enhancement, communication,  

program assistance, and supporting school-to-career  
activities in the biotechnology area.

Bio-Link ConneCtion is the official newsletter of Bio-Link,  
the Advanced Technological Education Center for 
Biotechnology, and is produced and published by the 
National Center Staff. Please submit questions, comments  
or articles by e-mail to Lisa Huffman, Editor, at  
Lhuffman@biolink.ucsf.edu at the National Center.

NSF AwArd # 1400721 
This project was supported in part by  

the National Science Foundation. Opinions 
expressed are those of the authors and not  

necessarily those of the foundation.

Visit us online for more!
Curriculum Clearinghouse

Online Courses
Jobs and Internships

Biotech Careers

www.bio-link.org
And we’re social!
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Dr. Elaine Johnson, Executive Director – ejohnson@biolink.ucsf.edu  
Co-Principal Investigators: Dr. Bart Gledhill – bgledhill@biolink.ucsf.edu 

Dr. Sandra Porter – sandy@bio-link.org • Dr. Lisa Seidman – lseidman@madisoncollege.edu


